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Faculty of Education, Kumamoto University

(Comm. by K. KuruGI, M.J.A., Feb. 13, 1961)

The purpose of this paper is to find a necessary and sufficient
condition for the unitary equivalence of normal operators in the
abstract Hilbert space ) which is complete, separable, and infinite-
dimensional.

Definition. If we denote by the eigenspace determined by all
eigenelements of a normal operator N in ) corresponding to the eigen-
value a, the projection operator of ) on " is called the eigen-
projector corresponding to the eigenvalue of N.

Theorem 1. Let N and N. be normal operators in ) such that
the sum of all eigenprojeetors of N is identical with the identity
operator I for each value of j=l, 2. Then for the unitary equivalence
of N and N it is necessary and suflicient that Nx and N have the
same continuous spectrum and same point spectrum (inclusive of the
multiplicities of eigenvalues).

Proof. From the fact that the spectral classification of the points
on the complex plane for N (inclusive of the multiplicities of eigen-
values) is invariant under the unitary transformation UNU-1 for any
unitary operator U, it is clear that the condition given in the theorem
is necessary; hence it remains only to prove the sufficiency of the
condition.

Let {} be an orthonormal set of all eigenelements of N; let
{/} and zl be the common point spectrum and common continuous
spectrum of N1 and N respectively; and let {P(z)}, {/g(a)} and {F(/)}
be the spectral families of N, the self-adjoint operatorsH--(N+NJ)
and K=--(NI-NJ) respectively. Then, by hypotheses, {,)} and

{)} are complete orthonormal sets respectively and can be put in
one-to-one correspondence in such a way that corresponding elements
are eigenelements for N and N2 respectively, corresponding to the
same eigenvalue; and in addition, since the residual spectrum of N#
is empty and since the spectral representation of N# vanishes on the
resolvent set,
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K= (l,,)P"o+
where P denotes he eigenprojeeor o N eorresnding o he eigen-
alue l, eaeh o he three 9rojeeion-ingrals vanishes by irue o
he hypothesis PJ-L and

P)= E((l,))--E((l,)--O)] [F(3(l.)) F(3(l=)-- O)]
( 1 ) =E((1,))--E((l,)--O)--F(3(l.))--F(3(l.)--O),

(j=l, 2; n--l, 2,.-.),
as ean easily verifi from the resetive setral representations
of N, He and K with respeet to {PC(z)], {E(a)] and [F(g)}. It follows
therefore that the point setra of He and K are given by [(/)] and
{3(/=)] resetively and that [)} is not only an orthonormal set of
all eigenelements of He but also that of K. In consequence, aeeord-
ing to a well-own theorem eoneerning the unitary equivalence of
self-adjoint orators, there exist unitary orators U and V such that
the equalities H-- UHU- and K VKV- hold. These results
permit us to asrt that

=X (l.)UE((1,)) E((.) O)3 F(3(t,)) F(3(t.) O)J U-,
where G denotes the complex z-plane, and that similarly

f(z)dP(z)

= 3(t,) VE((t))--E((t)--O) E(3(t,))--((t.)--0) 7-.
0n the other hand, the uality H--UHU- implies that E(a)

UE(a)U-, < a< , and henee that
( 2 ) E((t,))-E((t,)-O)- UE((t))--E((t,)--O) U-,
and similarly the equality K--VKV- implies that
( ) ((t,))-(3(t.)-0)- 7((t.))-(3(t)-o)3 v-.

Moreover, by applying (1) to (2) and (3) we obtain
UE((t,)) --E((t,) --0) E(3(t.)) E(3(t.)-- 0)3 U-VE((t,)--E((t,)--O)JF(9(t.))--F(3(t,)--O) V-, n--l, 2,....
These results established ave lead us to the conclusion that

N g[,(())-,(()-)[,(())-(()-o)

=fa[g,()g-]
UNU-.

he ien eondition is therefore sueient.
Corollerg 1. N end N are emaet normal oerators in ,
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then for the unitary equivalence of N and N2 it is necessary and
sufficient that N and N2 have the same continuous spectrum and same
point spectrum (inclusive of the multiplicities of eigenvalues).

Proof. Since, by hypothesis, an orthonormal set of all eigen-
elements of Nj is complete in YJ for each value of =1, 2, the present
corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.

Corollary 2. Let N and N2 be non-compact normal operators in. If there exist a non-zero complex number , positive integers p.,
and complete orthonormal sets {}, --1, 2, such that

2,

then the same assertion as that stated in the preceding corollary holds.
Proof. Since, by hypotheses, it is verified without difficulty that

N#--aI is a compact normal operator for each value of =1, 2, the
present corollary follows at once from Corollary 1.

Theorem 2. Let N and N2 be normal operators in such that
the sum of all eigenprojectors of N# is less than the identity operator I
for each value of =1, 2; let {s)} be an orthonormal set of all eigen-
elements of Ns; let {E#()} and {F#(p)} be the spectral families of

H=-(N+N)I and K=--I(N--N), =1, 2, respectively. Then for

the unitary equivalence of Nt and N2 it is necessary and sufficient
that

( ) N and N2 have the same continuous spectrum and same point
spectrum (inclusive of the multiplicities of eigenvalues);

(ii) there exists a unitary operator U such that, for each value
of =1, 2, -., is an eigenelement of N for the eigenvalue of
corresponding to ;

(iii) for any element f belonging to the orthogonal complement. of the subspace . determined by {o} the relations

( 5 )
hold on the common continuous spectrum of H and H2 and on that
of K and K. respectively.

Furthermore N.= U-NU for such a U as above.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a unitary operator U satisfying

the condition N2--U-NU. Then it is first clear that (i) is satisfied;
and moreover there is no difficulty in showing that (ii) holds. If we
now use the symbols {P(z)}, ----1, 2, and G defined before, then from
the spectral representations of N2 and U-NU and from the unique-
hess of the spectral family associated with a normal operator, we find
at once that P(z)=U-P(z)U on G and hence that
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The last relation implies that E() U-E()U on the interval
(--, ). In an entirely similar manner, we see that F2(p)= U-F(p)U
on (--, ). Hence (4) and (5) th hold on (--, ). Ih addition,
it is evident that H d H have the same continuous setrum and
that the same is true of K and K. The condition given in the
statement of the present theorem is thus necessary for the unitary
equivalence of N and N2.

Conversely we shall now sup that the chain of conditions (i),
(ii), and (iii) is satisfied.

If we denote by {l} the common int setrum of N, =1, 2,
as fore and if, by (ii), we suppose that U) and )are eigen-
elements for N and N2 resctively, corresnding to an arbitrarily
given eigenvalue l e{l}, then we see readily that N2)=-NU).
This relation yields the result that
(e) N=U-NU on N(N),
where (Ns) denotes the domain of N2.

We shall prove low that N2=U-NU on W2N(N2).
Since, by (i), clearly H a Hs have the me continuous sctrum,

we denote it by J(H) and expre mlically by >J(H)(or by
J(H)<m) the relation tween J(H) and an arbitrary point m on
(-- , ) such that <m for every J(H). Then from the fact
that E((I,))--E2((I,)--O) is the eigenprojector of Hs corresnding
to the eigenvalue (1.) it follows that, for >J(H),

dIlE ( )fll
()

[ d II II
(

where denotes the sum for all eigenvalues (l)of H such

that (l), while

(7) ll +f dl]()f]
( J

=f d llE()f ll,
where denotes the sum for all (l). As a result, we obtain

]E()fl=f]] for every >J(H) and for any fe. On the other
hand, as can found immialy from the ave reaching, the
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relation ]lE2(a)fll--0 holds for every a<J(H) and for any f.. We
next consider a point a(--o, o) such that J’zt" or
where J’J"J(H) and dz denotes that (d’--z)zd’. Then, for
the ints a, with ’" and for f, we have

ll E2()f1=S il E2()f Ii:S !i E2()f !i: Ii E2()f II2.

In dition, by making u of (4) and (7) we have

.fd E(2)Ufi 2)

d ll l(a)Uf ll

I1(())-((,)-0) fllJf]J,
and hence E((l))--E((l)--O)]UfO, (1, 2,---).

Since the final relations show that U (f62), longs to the
orthogonal complement of the supace determin by all eigen-
elements of , we can verify with the help of the mine reasoning
as ave that

] f]l (J(H)),
IIE()fll- 0 (()),

", "; ").ll()fl (’ or’nsequently the condition that the relation (4) holds on J(H)
implies that it holds on (--, ).

In an entirely similar manner we can find that, if the relation (5)
holds on the common continuous strum of K and K, it holds on
(-- , ). Accordingly the relations
( 8 ) ((E()--E()v)f, f)=0 (f),
( 9 ) ((F2(p)--U-F(p)U)f,f)=O
are valid for every , u(--, ). Moreover we can prove as low
that th (E()-- U-E(2)U)f and (F2(p)-- U-F()U)f, where
(--, ) and f, long 2, and then that th
U-E(2)U avd F2() U-F()U hold on 2(N).

In the first place, by virtue of the fact that f dE(2) is the

projector of 0 on 2 we have for every

E()f-fdE()ff dE2()f--f (f2),

and for every J(H)

E()f_fffidE2()f 0 (f 2).

We next consider such a point with J’zJ" (or with
<J") as descried fore. Then
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E.()f-- f (f

where J’<". Since, in addition, fdE ( ) is a projector rmutable

with f dE(2), and since f f dE2()--fdE2(2), fdE()<

]dE2(2), that is, ]dE().OC. We find from the results that

E2(2)f longs to for every 2e(--, ) and for any fe2.
Rememring that Uf, (fe2), longs to , we can easily find

by similar reasoning that U-E(2)Uf longs to for every
) and for any f e. Thus we find that (E2(2)-- U-’E(2) U)f longs
to for every 2e(--, ) and for any fe2.

0n the other hand, if for brevity of expression we denote by T
the self-adjoint orator E()-- U-E(2)U, the relation

2 2 2 2
holds, in general, for every pair of elements g, h eO. Applying this
relation to (8), we obtain the relation E()= U-E(2)U holding on
for every 2e(--, ), use of the facts that ((E()--U-E()U)
g, h) 0, < 2< , holds for every pair of g, h e and (E2()-- U-
xE()U)g, <<, longs to for every ge. The final
relation implies that H2= U-’HU on (N).

Moreover, by reasoning entirely like that ud to (8)we can
establish the relation K2=U-KU holding on (N2); and the
last two relations imply that

U-’N,U on
Since =22, the relations (6) and (10)enable us to conclude

that N= U-NU on (N); hence the condition given in the present
theorem is sufficient for the unitary equivalence of N and N.

Remark. Combining (4) and (5), we have the relation
P(z)f 1 II P,(z)

holding on the common continuous sctrum of N and N for every

f eYt2; and the case where the point spectra of N,j=I, 2, are empty
is trivial.


